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T he National Association of Cost Accountants does not sta nd sponsor for views expressed
by the writers of articles issu ed a s Pu blica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. T he articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Pu blica tions will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non- members seventy -five cents per copy.

ED IT O RI AL DE PAR T M EN T N OT E
It has been a long time since our publication has devoted space to the accounting problems of any of the
middlemen organizations. In the competitive stru ggle
in the retail field, department stores have made an attempt to tread the middle ground between a highly centralized chain orga niza tion and a complete independence
of operation. .T h ere have been various attempts on the
pa rt of the better managed independent stores in different sections of the country to try to realize the advantages of chain operation, without losing the very
decided adva nta ges which arise from their long standing
in their respective communities. Group buying, centra lized research departments, the exchange of credit information, a nd fra nk and open discu ssion of methods a re
evidences of these a ttempts. T o render these discussions
more fru itfu l, it was soon found that some common u ndersta nding had to be accepted concerning the accounts
and records of the independent units. Consequently,
much has been done to render depa rtment store sta tistics
understanda ble a nd usa ble throu gh these standa rdising activities. Any department store mana ger, a fter making
due a llowance for pecu liarities of his loca l situation, will
probably find a grea t dea l of help in a periodic check -u p
of his results with those of others in the depa rtment
store field.
T he author of our first paper, Mr. Charles Garties,
ha s dealt specifica lly with the question of standardization
of retail accounting. Mr. Garties is particularly fitted
to handle the subject. Fo r a number of yea rs he was
engaged in the public accounting field, before becoming
associated with the Rike - Kumler Company, with which
concern he ha s been connected for the pa st thirteen yea rs.
Hence, he brings to the subject both an inside and an
outside point of view. H e is also a member of the
Controllers' Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods
Association, and describes a portion of their activities
in his paper.
T he a u thor of o u r se cond pa pe r, Mr . A. E. Ox enrei ter,
assistant controller of the Joseph Horne Company of
Pittsbu rgh, Pa., has also been active in the betterment
of retail accounting methods. H e is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Controllers' Congress of the
National Retail Dry Goods Association. H e has been
a depa rtment store man in various official capacities in
accounting work for the past twenty -five years. His
experience admirably fits him to discuss the subject of
depa rtment store accounting and mercha ndise control.
Mr. Garties' paper was delivered before the Da yton
Cha pter, while Mr. Oxenreiter's wa s presented before the
Pittsbu rgh Chapter, N. A. C. A.
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ST A N D A R D I Z A T I O N O F AC C O U N T I N G I N R E T A I L
STO RES
TANDARDIZATI0N of accounting in retail stores has been
in a process of development during the past twelve years. The
work was initiated by the National Retail Dry Goods Association
in 1916 when a committee of Controllers outlined a standard Expense Classification and Distribution. Since then the Controllers'
Congress of this National Association has improved upon the
work of the first committee and has standardized other phases of
accounting such as Retail Inventory, Operating Statements, and
Balance Sheets.
This National Association numbers its members by the thousand, with annual sales volume of individual stores ranging from
twenty -five thousand to seventy -five million dollars. The installation of the standardized plan in the offices of members of the National Retail Dry Goods Association has not been general. A few
stores have adopted the standardized plan entirely, while the majority of the others who have made any use of it at all have merely
modified their old plan of accounting to embrace some of the ideas
of the standard.
The important advantage of having a standardized plan of accounting comes through exchange of statistics between stores.
This National Association has not the machinery to handle such
exchange of information in any but a very minor way. The main
obstacle to such exchanges is due to its membership including
competing stores.
A very valuable application of standardized accounting has been
developed in recent years by groups of non - competing stores
who have associated for the purpose of discussing methods of conducting their businesses, exchanging of ideas, and a comparison
of operating results. Such groups have found it necessary to work
out standard accounting practices, and usually the accounting plan
developed by the National Retail Dry Goods Association has been
used as a basis.
Since my experience in accounting standardization has been limited to that of the Retail Research Association, it will be necessary
for me to describe to some extent the experiences of that body.
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This Association consists of eighteen department stores scattered
throughout the country, of which The Rike - Kumler Company is
one of the smaller. This group was formed in the spring of 1917
for the purpose of standardizing department store operation, exchanging facts and figures, as well as developing group buying of
merchandise. We immediately outlined a monthly exchange of
figures between stores, giving by selling departments, sales volume,
stocks of merchandise, percentages of mark -up and mark -down,
gross profit, and operating expenses. For the first few years of
our association our exchange of figures was governed by a manual
which described the method of preparing statistical information.
Under this plan each store was permitted to use any accounting
system it felt was best fitted for its needs. Stores would prepare
statistical data for internal consumption on a basis entirely different from that used for exchange with member stores. This led
to endless confusion and inaccuracies, and it was finally determined that drastic steps must be taken to secure entire comparability between stores.
A Standardization Committee was formed, consisting of five
Controllers from different stores. This body immediately determined that the adoption of a standardized accounting plan was
essential before the Retail Research Association could secure the
benefits it desired from its vast exchange of information. This
Committee did not begin its job of standardization until all stores
had obligated themselves to install, when completed, the standardized plan without exception or deviation in the slightest detail.
We began our work of standardization over four years ago and
followed to some extent the accounting procedure outlined by the
Controllers' Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Association. It was found that the National Association Accounting System was not sufficiently practical for our needs. It permitted
stores the option of selecting one of several procedures in a large
number of instances and was particularly impractical in its method
of distributing Indirect Expense. We wanted a plan that would
require exactly the same method of compiling figures by all stores
and would show a complete picture of operating results without
frills and an unnecessary number of bases for distributing Indirect
or Pro -rated Expense. Our slogan was "simplicity." We realized
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that the more complicated the accounting plan, the greater would
be our difficulties in securing uniform adoption.
It may be worth while mentioning that in some stores a complete change in accounting methods was required when adopting
the standardized plan. Every store of our group threw overboard
their individual pet theories and fell in line with the crowd. Of
course there were kicks from those who expected standardization
to follow their individual way of doing things, but, taken as a
whole, the adoption of our plan was made with surprisingly little
trouble.
The standardized plan has now been in use in our Association
for three years, with great improvement in the comparability of
figures exchanged. We all talk in the same language at the present time. In addition to a uniform chart of accounts, uniform
terminology was also adopted. When it is discovered that any
store of the Association deviates to the slightest extent from the
standardized plan of accounting, their attention is called to that
fact by the New York office.
Our experience has proven definitely that similar accounting
systems are necessary in businesses that wish to exchange the results of their operations. The standard accounting plan must include, in addition to the chart of accounts, a complete and detailed
explanation of what is to go into each account and an index listing
all possible expenditures in alphabetic order indicating the account
numbers to which they should be charged. This will make the
system readily understandable and cause it to yield truly comparable results.
The standardized accounting plan of the Retail Research Association can be classified roughly under the following heads:
Retail Inventory System.
Workroom Accounting.
Expense Classification.
Expense Distribution.
Asset and Liability Accounts.
Our work at the present time is far from complete. The
Manual Committee gets together once every six months to pass
on suggested changes and developments and to clarify the text by
definitions.
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The phase of standardization of accounting which is most generally used by department stores and other retailers throughout
the country is the Retail Inventory Method. This method is a
plan of accounting which permits a business to determine the
value of merchandise on hand at cost and retail without the necessity of taking physical inventory. Many stores each year are
changing from the Cost Method of Inventory to the Retail Method
on account of the many advantages secured. In the use of this
system the retail price is marked on the merchandise, and the cost
of individual articles is forgotten when the item goes into stock.
The cost of merchandise is secured by reducing the retail stock
by the accumulated percentage of mark -up.
It may be worth while to take a few moments to describe briefly
the principle of the Retail Inventory Method.

Inventory beginning of year...
Purchases (plus transportation
less Cash Discount) .. ... ..
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Retail

Mark -Up
Cost Amount %

10,000

7,500

2,500

40,000

27,500

12,500

31.25%

50,000

35,000

15,000

30%

2570

Mark-Up

S a l e s fo r p e r i od . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mark -downs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

35,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

36,E

Retail Inventory End of Period. .

1,000

14,000

Reduced to Cost by applying per
cent of accumulative Mark -up.

7- —

100
70%

30%

=

70

7-

9,8 0 0

of $14,000
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There are a number of angles to the Retail Inventory Method
not explained in this outline, such as the application of Cash Discount, Mark -ups canceling previous Mark - downs, Reserve for
Stock Shortage, etc.
The item in connection with the Retail Inventory Method on
which there is more dispute and difference of opinion than any
other is the manner of treating Cash Discount on purchases. There
are three methods of handling this credit.
The Discount Loading Plan is one in which the cost value at
which purchases are charged to departments is increased to a figure which permits a standard percentage of Cash Discount to be
made. Some stores use seven per cent and others as high a rate
as nine.
Another method of treating Cash Discount is to charge the departments with merchandise at the face value of the invoice before
subtracting the Cash Discount and allow the Cash Discount to
represent Other Income.
The third plan, which is the one I favor very much and have
wasted many an hour in arguing for it, is the one in which purchases are charged to the department net after subtracting all
available Cash Discount.
The Standardization Committee of the Retail Research Association spent more than an entire day discussing the advantages
and disadvantages of the various methods of applying Cash Discounts in the Retail Inventory Plan and eventually compromised
on the one in which Cash Discount does not affect the percentage
of mark -up and goes into the Profit column at the time the merchandise goes into stock.
The advantages of the Retail Inventory System over the Cost
Plan are many. It is extremely difficult and costly to take a
physical inventory in a large retail store since stock- taking must
necessarily be done after business hours. As a result, inventory
in most departments is taken semi- annually. However, due to
changing conditions which confront a store, such as style and seasonal trends, it is necessary, for control purposes, to know the
value of merchandise on hand at frequent intervals. A complete
picture of stock conditions is necessary in order to make intelligent
decisions on buying commitments and sales effort. The Retail
Inventory Method lends itself quite readily to the solution of these
1115
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problems as in most stores reports of stock conditions are prepared
weekly or at ten -day intervals.
It is, of course, much easier to take inventory at marked retail
prices than to inventory from coded cost prices. Fluctuations in
cost values are automatically taken care of under the Retail Inventory Plan through mark - downs, while under the Cost System
it would be necessary to adjust the cost value of each individual
article.
In the use of the Retail Inventory Method, Department Managers are trained to refer to their stock on hand in retail values.
In all reports pertaining to stock on hand, only retail values are
used. The purpose of this is to develop thought on merchandise
stocks in the same value as sales.
The phase of standardization on which there has been a great
deal of discussion and effort by retail accountants and systemizers
is Expense Classification and Distribution. The National Retail Dry Goods Association, through its Controllers' Group, prepared its first chart of accounts in 1916. This was revised in 19 2 0
and again during the past year. The last revision follows quite
closely the Classification of the Retail Research Association. You
may appreciate more fully the importance of Expense Analysis in
Retail stores after you know what a narrow margin exists between
Gross Profit and Expense. The Bureau of Business Research at
Harvard University has been assembling operating statements and
other statistical information from department stores for a number of years. In its report for the year 1927 covering all department stores reporting with a Net Sales volume of over one million dollars, the average Gross Margin, including Cash Discount,
was 33.1%. The total Expense of the same concerns was 31.4 0 ,
leaving a Net Profit of 1.7%. You can appreciate that with an
expense rate of but 1.7% under the Gross Margin per cent, it is
extremely necessary that a thorough and intelligent analysis of expenses be made in order to permit proper control.
The Standardized Expense Classification of the Retail Research
Association is the one which I will describe briefly. This method
is somewhat similar to that of the Controllers' Congress. In this
classification, the expenses of a store are broken up into fourteen
natural divisions. These fourteen natural divisions are, in turn,
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spread over seventeen functional groups. The natural divisions
are :
Number oi— Payroll
o2— Rentals
03— Advertising
o4 —Taxes
05— Interest
o6— Supplies
o7— Services Purchased
o8— Unclassified
09-- Traveling
io— Communication
i i— Repairs
12—Insurance
13—Depreciation
i4— Professional Services
These natural divisions of expense are spread over seventeen
Functional Groups which are:
Number oi— Executive Offices
02— Accounting & Credit Offices
03— General Store
o4— Occupancy Supervision
05 —Store Rentals— Operating and
Housekeeping
o6— Warehouse
o7 —Heat, Light & Power
o8— Publicity Office
og-- Newspaper & General Advertising
io— Direct Mail & Circular Advertising
ii—Windows & Display
i2—Merchandising
13— Domestic Buying Offices
i4— Foreign Buying Offices
15— Receiving and Marking
i6— Selling— Direct and General
i7— Delivery
1117
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Each of the natural divisions is subdivided into many expense
accounts. Payroll, for example, in our store is divided into several hundred accounts. Functional groups are also divided into
subfunctional groups.
In a retail store all expense is charged either directly or indirectly to selling departments. It is the purpose of a good accounting system to charge as much direct as is possible without creating too much of a hardship and delay in so doing. It is our experience that approximately 5o,
7o of expenses are direct disbursements for selling departments, that 2o7o could be termed semi direct and are charged to selling departments on various bases and
that the other 30% are indirect. Those expenses which are
charged direct are Payroll - Salespeople, Payroll -Stock and Clerical,
Payroll- Cashiers, Payroll - Divisional Merchandise Manager, Payroll- Buyers and Assistants, Advertising- Newspaper, Advertising Miscellaneous, Advertising- Direct Mail, Supplies - Salespeople,
Supplies - Wrapping and Packing, Supplies - Miscellaneous, Unclassified Buying, Unclassified Selling, and 'Traveling. All of the above
represent expenditures made directly for individual selling departments and are charged directly to the department.
Those items of expense which I have termed semi - direct are
Merchandise Carrying Charge, Space Charge, Warehouse, Window Display and Delivery. The Merchandise Carrying Charge is
pro -rated over departments based on the value of stock on hand as
of the first of each month. Space Charge is allocated to selling departments on the basis of space occupied and the value of space in
different portions of the store. Window Display Expense is distributed on the basis of usage. Various values are given to the different windows. Delivery Expense is distributed on the number of
packages delivered. Packages have delivery expense ratios, depending on the department from which they come. A package delivered
for the Hosiery Department has one count, while a package from
the Men's Clothing Department has two counts. These count ratios
are determined by a study of the average size and convenience of
delivery of packages from the various departments. The Indirect
Expense, which represents 3 0 % of the total, is distributed over
all selling departments in the relation that the sales of each department are to the total sales.
These methods of distribution described differ greatly from
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those suggested in the standardized plan of the National Retail
Dry Goods Association. As I mentioned previously, we discovered, when real standardization was attempted in our Association,
that it was impossible to compel stores to adopt the academic and
rather theoretical basis of distribution of the Controllers' Congress.
Expense Classification and Distribution is a big subject, and I
have been unable to do it justice. Should anyone be interested, I
would suggest that they secure from the Controllers' Congress of
the National Retail Dry Goods Association a copy of the Expense
Manual which has been published just recently.
Retail stores are in a better position, I believe to benefit from
standardization of accounting than any other line of business. The
problems that face one retailer are the problems that face all
others, irrespective of location. Retailers can benefit to a very
great extent by comparing the results of their operation, putting
the figures of another store or group of stores along side of their's
as a measuring stick to determine wherein they fall short of coming up to standard. This comparison of operations with other
stores is extremely valuable. Stores that are seventy -five miles
apart are competitive to a very small degree and should have no
fears of interchanging intimate facts pertaining to the business of
each. In the manufacturing industry, for example, when two concerns are manufacturing a similar product, they are competitive,
irrespective of location. This naturally would prevent complete
frankness in discussing problems and exchanging operating results. It seems to me that the retailer could and should benefit by
associating with a group of stores for the purpose of standardization and securing the benefits which come from mutual exchange
of operating experiences. In this manner individual merchants
can secure some of the benefits that are now enjoyed by chain
stores and syndicate organizations.

MERCHANDISE CONTROL FOR RETAIL
ESTABLISHMENTS
APPROACH our subject tonight in an orderly and logical
T0manner
I wonder if I may not, at this time, take advantage of
a speaker's prerogative and enlarge the subject slightly by a brief
1119
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preliminary discussion of "what is a Department Store ". I am
sure it will be interesting and inasmuch as my entire audience are
patrons of one or more of the local stores, it is also possible that I
can arouse a keener appreciation of our problems and incidentally
build goodwill.
The story of a real Department Store is full of romance. It has
been the rule that almost every store of any consequence today
started on the proverbial shoe string in some back street. The development has not always been because of better or lower - priced
merchandise but more generally the growth and success has almost
always been the result of service.
This, you see, differs slightly from some other businesses where
success results from building a better commodity or by reason of
patent rights having somewhat of a monopoly upon a product. The
justification, therefore, for the very existence and continued operation of department stores is predicated upon the degree of service
they can render their clients. The progressive merchants of today
recognize this and their every aim and ambition is to improve this
service.
The changing from small to large stores has created many problems and, thanks to American ingenuity, organization and the wise
counsel of accountants, large units have become possible and are
prosperous. I take keen delight in recognizing the substantial assistance rendered stores by the accounting profession, and I am
convinced most positively, that without their assistance there would
not be any large mercantile institutions today. The groups and
the chains that are announced from day to day are all susceptible
to centralized control and the most valuable factor in this control
is the work of the accountants.
What then is the Department Store of today? In our store there
are 1 0 7 selling departments, eight work room departments to
handle minor corrections in merchandise and six personal service
departments. The significant accounting problem about this is in
the fact that every single department is operated as an individual
shop and has its own operating standards and earning statements.
You might be interested to know that on a busy December day we
will have some 40,000 transactions of which a rather small percentage are cash and the balance charge. As applied to the charge
accounts, we have miles of pneumatic tubes running to a central
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authorizing station where we maintain an active index of over
ioo,000 accounts. The average time consumed in authorizing a
charge transaction, from the point of dispatch to its return, is two
minutes. On the same day in December, we will have something
like 1,500 sales people. Behind the scenes, and in many instances
quite unknown to the customer, we have something like 2 Y 4 people
for every salesperson completing the transaction whether it be the
office, the shippers, the truckers or some one in one of 7 5 internal operating divisions. We maintain centralized control over
the whole business. Functionally it divides itself into four divisions— Merchandise, Service, Publicity and Control —and the operating heads of these divisions work in harmony in co- ordinating
the whole organization and carrying out the policies as promulgated by the executive heads of the business.
We have rambled far from our subject and we can now return,
making our approach through the merchandise division. This division is headed by a senior executive who has six operating assistants each in charge of a major merchandising division. There
are units for Piece Goods, or all dress fabrics by the yard and related departments, Women's Wearing Apparel including both
outer garments and underwear, Men's Wear and accessories,
Home Furnishings, Small wares and a final group consisting of
all manufacturing and shop departments.
It is the function of the head of the merchandise division to coordinate and correlate the respective departments in keeping with
our policies and to counsel and guide the actual operating head of
each department. At the head of each department we have a buyer
who is directly responsible to the Divisional Merchandise Manager and is charged with the final success of the department in so
far as sales, turnover and gross profit are involved. He is expected to anticipate our patrons' wants and in that knowledge he
is also expected to know the best markets to fill those wants. He
travels extensively to almost all parts of the world. We send approximately 2 5 buyers to Europe each year and others have gone
to both the Orient and the Far East. The buyer is always buying
in advance of the sale and sometimes the intervening time is very
long.
I hope I have made clear that we have something like 1 2 5 people
of all types spending our money in thousands of places and a sim-
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ple yet accurate control is most important. Simplicity is most important for we recognize the accounting deficiencies of so large a
buying staff and the very nature of their work requires specialization in style, marketing and consumer demands. Our every endeavor is to simplify the accounting requirements of our staff to
a minimum to the end that they can concentrate on those things
which they are competent to do. May I illustrate only one instance
of simplification. In the absence of an actual count I think we
have something like 25o,000 different kinds of merchandise on
hand at any given time and this ranges all the way from a paper
of pins to valuable furs and jewels. Until a few years ago, every
unit of merchandise had to bear a cost price and inasmuch as it
was impossible to show clear figures, we used a code system. I
am sure you appreciate the errors that occurred in coding all costs,
and, at inventory time, an equal number of errors were made in
decoding.
Unlike some manufacturing plants, we cannot close our plant
or any part of it for inventory, and in the old days stock taking
in a store meant weeks of work and most of it after hours. The
worst part of it all was the discourteous treatment received by
patrons during this period and the inaccuracies that obviously existed in an inventory that spread over such a long period. Contrasted with that, may I say that our annual inventory was taken
Saturday, January 19th between the hours of 5:3o and 8.3o and
aside from the yard goods departments, there were absolutely no
inventory activities before or after those hours. In the old days
it would have been an almost impossible job to carry the cost
through with each individual sale, and I know of no store that actually did it. In the absence of such a routine, stores could not
determine the value of their stock on hand at any given time with
much accuracy and the best we could do was to resort to arbitrary
calculations and have variations of from 1 to 1 0fo in different departments. Under the new order, things are different. Clerical
costs have been reduced and dependable figures are available upon
demand. This has been accomplished by the use of what we are
pleased to call the "Retail Method." To the retailer, and especially
the large one, this method has been a most helpful contribution
and has aided materially the progress that is so apparent. It is to
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the craft what the compass is to the mariner. It tells him quickly
where he is going and supplies actual and accurate figures in place
of records that were only dependable at the end of the year.
The retail method is based upon the principle that the cost value
of merchandise on hand at any time should bear the same relationship to the retail value as the original cost bore to the original retail value. The purchase mark -up per cent (and that is the difference between original cost and retail divided by the retail) obtained when the goods were put in stock may be applied to the
retail stock on hand at any time to reduce it to cost value. For
example, invoice is received from the John Doe Co. for Dept. 1 0
for 2 o o pr. gloves at $1.95 each and marked to retail at $2.75. We
now have a purchase of 200x 1.95 or $390 .00 to which must be
added the expressage and drayage of $1o.00 or a landed cost of
$goo.00. After our receiving department checks the accuracy of
the shipment, the gloves are turned over to the markers and each
pair is plainly marked $2.75. The retail value of the shipment
turned over to the department is then 20 0 x $ 2 . 7 5 or $550.00.
Potentially then, we have a margin of $150 .00 or a mark up of
27.46 ($150.00 divided by $550.00). To this are added daily all
other invoices charged to the glove department and the record becomes constantly cumulative.
The complete operation of the retail method may be stated
briefly as follows: For each department inventory at the beginning of a period is recorded at both cost and retail values. Purchases are then accumulated at cost and also at retail so that there
are available total cost and total retail figures for all merchandise
handled during the period The difference between the total cost
and retail figures is the amount of mark -up which, divided by the
total retail figure, gives the purchase mark -up as a percentage.
From the total retail figure is subtracted net sales, plus markdowns. The remainder is the book figure for the retail value of
merchandise which should be in stock. At any time this retail
figure can be reduced to cost by simply multiplying it by the complement of the percentage of purchase mark -up (loo minus the
mark -up). The retail method is based upon one assumption and
only one. This is, the sales in any week, month or other accounting period are representative of the average merchandise in the department so that the relationship between the retail value of the
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merchandise sold and the cost equivalent thereof is the average relationship. This is measured by the cumulative mark -up described
above.
You perhaps have noted that under this method dependable figures are available at the close of any accounting period such as a
day, a week, a month or a year. It gives stock on hand at the end
of each week, by departments, cost equivalent of each month's
sales so that an accurate operating profit and loss report may be
had each month, turnover figures and control of purchases currently. The retail method is therefore the factor that gives us
figure control over our merchandise and is used in safeguarding
a normal stock investment of $5,000,00o with peaks of almost
$7,000,000.

How then do we control our merchandise? In the first instance, every piece of merchandise coming into the store must be
properly checked with the vendor's invoice and the retail price
(which has been placed upon the vendor's invoice by the buyer)
securely placed upon the merchandise by an experienced
staff of markers. Therefore all stock turned over to a selling
department is well marked and all salespeople are under
most stringent instructions that all completed sales must be made
at the marked prices. As an additional check, most sales require
wrapping and delivery and, inasmuch as the sales checks themselves accompany the merchandise, the inspector - wrapper is
charged with the responsibility of matching the prices before completing her job. Whenever stock becomes soiled, damaged or
loses some of it desirability by reason of style changes or bad buying the buyer prepares a price change report which is carefully
checked. The physical change of prices is made under the supervision of our marking organization.
Practically all departments have some sort of merchandise control. In departments where the unit of value is great such as solid
gold jewelry, furs, furniture and Oriental rugs unit stock control
is maintained and the details of the total investment of each department are available at all times. It other departments in which
the unit investment is not so great and the turnover is variable we
break the department into sections and whenever one appears out
of line we can investigate it very readily. As a case in point, we
regard men's furnishings as one department but maintain eleven
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sections. We can easily determine our status at any required time
on shirts, neckwear and mufflers, underwear, nightwear, hosiery,
gloves, robes, sweaters and bathing suits, collars, handkerchiefs
and the knickknacks that are left are regarded as miscellaneous.
In the garment and other style departments, where the obselescence
factor is important and the turnover is great, we take weekly inventories (this only requires about 30 minutes) and secure the
data on our investment in size, color and price lines.
As patrons of a least one of the Pittsburgh stores you can appreciate our problem in always having on hand those things you
might expect to find in a good store and we also take cognizance
of your disappointment when we fail to meet your wishes. Each
salesperson is held responsible for a certain portion of the stock
and is required to requisition from the stock room sufficient material to keep her stock complete. As the reserve stock reduces
to a minimum amount, the stock keeper reports this condition to
the buyer and orders are placed with the supplying company.
Whenever, and unfortunately this happens all too frequently, our
stocks are depleted and we cannot serve a customer, the salesperson fills out another form which familiarizes both the merchandise manager and the buyer of this particular condition. This type
of request gets right of way over everything else and the missing
merchandise is speedily ordered and stocked.
It gives me a certain pleasure to be in the position of explaining
to you just how earnestly we are concerned in meeting the demands of our clientele, and I have given already a short resume
of that work. But we secure other valuable information from
these records. While we have a most definite responsibility to our
trade to have in stock anything and everything they desire, we also
have an equally great accountability to ourselves to keep our stocks
at a minimum and clear of merchandise that has lost its popularity
and did not meet our expectations. We use all of the aforesaid
facilities and in addition show on each piece of merchandise as it
clears through our marking room a symbol which disignates the
month and year it was added to stock. The merchandise office and
the buyer have prepared a schedule which contemplates assigning
to each class of merchandise the maximum period it should remain
in stock. While this is not absolute, it provides the opportunity of
taking inventories of old age merchandise at the time that such
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stock is beginning to lose its desirability. By a promotional event,
we are able, in many instances, to liquidate our stocks with a
minimum of loss and pass on to our trade merchandise that still
retains much desirability.
As you know stores are required to carry complete stocks, sizes
and colors in the lines they carry and if we handled every line at
every price we would require a store many times larger than we
have, merely to display so much stock. I question whether the
volume would increase to any degree for I believe the final result
would create confusion in the mind of the purchaser. To prevent
this, we select the most representative lines, carry them complete
but only in the price lines that are popular with our trade.
Popular selling prices are easily ascertained from a review of the
sales of a previous period and the results inevitably show that
while we may have stock priced in ro or 25 cent raises, your ex%0
of your volume comes
perience will show that as much as
from as few as two or three price lines. The obvious thing to do
under such circumstances is to eliminate exceptional prices and
concentrate on popular prices. In addition to minimizing your investment, it permits you to send your buyers to the markets to buy
to certain price lines and to secure the most desirable merchandise
at cost figures that will fit in with your predetermined lines.
With all this behind us, as it were, we are now ready to consider
our merchandise budget. Our fiscal year ends January 31 and,
for operating purposes, it is divided into two periods of six months
each. About three months before the opening of a new season we
begin our plans and draw from our permanent records our experience for the two corresponding periods immediately preceding.
We study these historical figures rather critically. As each department is reached we give due consideration to the sales possibility and to any resistance that is being encountered at the time.
We consider how substitute merchandise might effect the department, such as cottons booming and silks slipping, and give much
thought to the economical side of the picture. Does the department need as much capital as heretofore? By more intensive selling and merchandising can we reduce the investment, increase our
turnover and reduce the experience mark -down losses? In short
how can we do a better job. This invariably results in setting up
certain operating standards as objectives for the new season.
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It should be noted that while there is hardly any one thing that
can be recognized as a "cure all," our experience has justified our
concentration upon turnover as the one medium through which
much can be accomplished. This is because overstocking and consequent mark -downs are more frequently the cause of departmental difficulties and if these sources can be eliminated, the major
difficulty is removed. You will note, therefore, on the first line of
the work sheet, the required turnover and the stock adjustment
that is essential to accomplish this. The details of the sheet as
well as the new standards are discussed in detail with the merchandise man in charge of the division and an acceptance of the
objectives are received or such modifications made as is mutually
acceptable to him and the financial end of the business. He then
passes the form over to the buyer and jointly they insert planned
mark- downs, planned first of month stocks and nothing else unless
it might be a reduced sales volume.
As regards mark -downs they consider the present condition of the stock, the hazards that surround the new
season's offerings and the experience figures of the previous
periods. They plan their stocks by referring to their stock records,
their sections and the conditions of the market. They should anticipate all their wants, their promotional features and plan their
stocks to meet the peaks as they occur.
As applied to sales, we do not plan unless for good reasons we
expect a diminished volume. If an increase is anticipated, and
this is the rule, we start the plant on the basis of last year's sales
and automatically increase the buying appropriation as increased
sales are realized. The plan under consideration is predicated
therefore upon last year's sales and if, as we come closer or actually enter the new season, violent sales changes occur, the plan
is revised to meet the then existing conditions.
It should be observed that up to this point, all figures are at retail computation. While the merchandise division is performing
its part of the plan, the financial end is concerning itself with
such things as expenses, gross profits and net profits. Compositely, all of these items reflect themselves in required mark -up
and the reciprocal of this figure is used to reduce the retail purchases to cost. The completed plan is then typed upon the merchandise plan sheet and after final approval by the major execu-
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tives, becomes the governing factor in all buying for the ensuing
season. I have already stated that plans are made to guide rather
than to rule our operations and I think it is quite common for all
stores to revise a plan when conditions require such a revision.
After the plan is accepted, the available funds are allocated to
the respective months and every commitment is charged against
the particular month where delivery is specified. If there are no
funds the order is passed on to the divisional merchandise man for
investigation. This may require a revision of the plan, it may result in the cancellation of other outstanding orders or it may result
in a temporary overbought status. Whatever the reason, it is
known in advance and in this way we preclude or at least are prepared for the headache that sometimes follows buying on hunches
or unwise buying. The status of each department is watched from
day to day but, in addition, we issue a most comprehensive statement four times each month which includes not only what has happened but also tells the extent of future obligations that have been
incurred and shows the remaining credit in the respective months
of the season.
I could take up much of your time discussing the many collateral
means of controlling merchandise. Many are physical, such as
locks on show cases, and others are supervised personnel, such as
day and night watchmen, while many internal records are carefully made to properly safeguard and. control the movement of
stock. Each six months' physical inventories are taken and the
total of our stock shortages for all causes is never in excess of 170.
All the foregoing methods of merchandise control emphasize the
high degree of development which has accompanied the rise of the
modern department store. Without these and other means of control over such a variety of stock it is doubtful whether that rise
would have been possible.
Pa per read at the Ja nua ry meeting of the Pittsbu rgh Cha pter, by Mr .
A. E. Oxe nrei ter.
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